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ACD Reduces Supplement Cycle Times With Video Solution

ACD is making the supplement process even easier for auto insurers who utilize ACD’s
AutoLink® virtual claims workflow platform.

(PRWEB) August 24, 2017 -- ACD is making the supplement process even easier for auto insurers who utilize
ACD’s AutoLink® virtual claims workflow platform. Supplements have historically been a common pain point
throughout the industry and the need for physical re-inspections by adjusters can often delay a file up to two to
three days leading to excessive rental charges and delayed repairs.

With ACD’s MobileSup™ technology, repairers can now document supplemental damage with video and alert
the original appraiser in real-time to eliminate the need for a reinspection. In many cases what previously could
take days can now be resolved in hours.

“The biggest way to increase customer satisfaction and expedite claims processing is to condense cycle times,”
states Ernie Bray, CEO of ACD. “We are passionate about process improvement and are continuously looking
to remove needless touch-points. Not every file requires a physical re-inspection and with video you can
eliminate wasted drive time for field appraisers and help insurers allocate resources much more efficiently,”
added Bray.

ABOUT ACD

ACD delivers the leading virtual claims workflow technology that flexes to an auto insurer’s specific business
needs. ACD's AutoLink® incorporates multi-channel methods of inspection into one, unified platform. ACD
provides mobile self-service, the largest crowdsourced on-demand field appraisal network, collision repair
shops and salvage - all to help lower costs, deliver faster cycle times, improve accuracy and increase customer
satisfaction.
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Contact Information
Brian Bray
AutoClaims Direct Inc.
+1 619-518-2393

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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